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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a system and
a method for determining the relative position between
a thermal camera and a 3D camera using a hybrid phan-
tom, to a corresponding computer program and a com-
puter.

PRIOR ART

[0002] J. RANGEL ET AL, "3D Thermal Imaging: Fu-
sion of Thermography and Depth Cameras", PROCEED-
INGS OF THE 2014 INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON QUANTITATIVE INFRARED THERMOGRAPHY,
discloses a calibration target for a multimodal camera
system.
[0003] EAN-NICOLAS OUELLET ET AL, "Precise el-
lipse estimation without contour point extraction", MA-
CHINE VISION AND APPLICATIONS, SPRINGER,
BERLIN, DE, (20080507), vol. 21, no. 1, ISSN
1432-1769, pages 59 - 67 relates to finding ellipses in
images.

SUMMARY

[0004] There are scenarios in medical applications in
which two different cameras are used. The first camera
is a thermal camera. A thermal camera senses thermal
energy and outputs a thermal image. The thermal image
typically is a grayscale image or a false color image and
consists of a multitude of pixels, wherein the color or gray
value of each pixel of the thermal image corresponds to
the thermal energy of the radiation imaged by said pixel.
The thermal image is for example a 2D image. The sec-
ond camera, such as a Time-of-Flight (ToF) or a struc-
tured light camera, generates a 3D point cloud by emitting
light onto an object and analyzing the reflected light.
[0005] It might then be necessary to know or determine
the calibration between the two cameras. The calibration
means the relative position between the two cameras
and is also referred to as a set of extrinsic parameters.
Contrary to that, intrinsic parameters of a camera de-
scribe how incoming radiation, such as light, is proc-
essed, for example using an optical system or a wave
guide system, and converted into an electrical output sig-
nal. The intrinsic parameters for example describe the
focal length and aberrations introduced by a camera.
[0006] In this document, the term "position" means a
combination of an orientation given in up to three rota-
tional dimensions and/or a location given in up to three
translational dimensions.
[0007] In the present invention, the relative position be-
tween the cameras is determined by imaging a hybrid
phantom using both cameras and analyzing the output
data of the two cameras. In this document, the hybrid
phantom is also simply referred to as phantom. The phan-

tom has particular properties such that markers being
part of the phantom can be recognized both in the output
image of the thermal camera and in the 3D point cloud
output by the second camera.
[0008] The system, the method, the program and the
computer are defined by the appended independent
claims. Advantages, advantageous features, advanta-
geous embodiments and advantageous aspects of the
present invention are disclosed in the following and con-
tained in the subject-matter of the dependent claims. Dif-
ferent advantageous features can be combined in ac-
cordance with the invention wherever technically expe-
dient and feasible. Specifically, a feature of one embod-
iment which has the same or a similar function to another
feature of another embodiment can be exchanged with
said other feature, and a feature of one embodiment
which adds an additional function to another embodiment
can in particular be added to said other embodiment.
[0009] The present disclosure relates to a hybrid phan-
tom to be used for determining the relative position be-
tween a first camera and a second camera, wherein the
first camera is a thermal camera which captures a thermal
image of the hybrid phantom, the second camera emits
light onto the hybrid phantom and analyzes the reflected
light, thus generating a 3D point cloud representing
points on the surface of the hybrid phantom.
[0010] The second camera is, for example, a Time-of-
Flight (ToF) camera or a structured light camera. A ToF
camera measures the time required by a light signal to
travel to the phantom and back to the camera. In this
document, the expression ToF camera comprises any
suitable LiDAR apparatus. A structured light camera
projects known light patterns onto the phantom and an-
alyzes the reflected light to create the 3D point cloud.
[0011] The hybrid phantom has a carrier part which
carries a plurality of marker patches, at least a part of the
carrier part has one of a first property and a second prop-
erty, the marker patches are made of solid matter and
have the other one of the first property and the second
property, wherein the first property is being reflective for
the light emitted by the second camera, thus reflecting
light emitted by the second camera back to the second
camera, and wherein the second property is reflecting
less of the incident light emitted from the second camera
than the first property, and there is a thermal insulation
between the marker patches and the carrier part. The
property of the carrier part is subsequently referred to as
carrier property and the property of the marker patch is
subsequently referred to as marker property.
[0012] In this document, the word "solid" in the expres-
sion "solid material" means the aggregation state. This
means that the marker patches are tangible and do not
consist of a gas, such as air. A solid material can for
example be rigid, soft or elastic.
[0013] A marker patch constitutes a marker, such that
those expressions are used synonymously unless stated
otherwise. The location of a marker patch, or a marker,
is the location of the geometric center or the center of
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mass of the marker patch. Each marker patch has a
boundary which defines its shape.
[0014] In one embodiment, the whole carrier part has
the carrier property. In another embodiment, all areas of
the carrier part which surround a marker patch have the
carrier property. In one embodiment, the whole marker
patch has the marker property. The whole carrier part or
marker patch having a property for example means that
the whole (outer) surface of the carrier part or the marker
patch has the property.
[0015] The carrier part carrying a marker patch for ex-
ample means that the marker patch is placed on, for ex-
ample glued to, the surface of the carrier part or that the
marker patch is embedded into the surface of the carrier
part.
[0016] With the first and second property being differ-
ent, it is possible to detect the marker patches in the
image captured by the second camera. The thermal in-
sulation causes the thermal absorption and radiation of
the carrier and the marker patches to be different with no
or only limited heat conduction between the marker
patches and the carrier part, such that the marker patches
can be detected in the thermal image output by the ther-
mal camera. The limited heat conduction causes a sharp
thermal contrast at the boundary of the marker patches
since there is no thermal halo around the marker patches.
[0017] In the following, the term "first surface" means
the one out of the surface of the carrier part or the surface
of the marker patches which has the first property and
the term "second surface" means the one out of the sur-
face of the carrier part or the surface of the marker patch-
es which has the second property.
[0018] Being reflective for the light emitted by the sec-
ond camera for example involves being diffuse reflective
for the light emitted by the second camera, thus reflecting
light emitted by the second camera back to the second
camera. Diffuse reflection means that incoming radiation
is reflected at more than one angle, unlike specular re-
flection, in which incident radiation is reflected at a single
angle which is symmetrical to the incident angle with re-
spect to the surface normal. This means that the second
camera can capture the light reflected by the phantom
for any orientation, or at least a range of orientations, of
the phantom relative to the second camera. The second
camera can then determine points on the diffuse reflec-
tive surface.
[0019] The second property of being less reflective
than the first property can for example be achieved by
the second surface having a color which is darker than
the color of the first surface. In one embodiment, the sec-
ond surface is non-reflective for the light emitted by the
second camera. In this document, "reflecting less" may
mean that a surface having the second property has a
reflectivity less than 50%, 25%, 10% or 5% of the reflec-
tivity of a surface having the first property.
[0020] The second surface is considered to be non-
reflective if the amount of reflected light energy is below
a predetermined threshold, such as 15%, 10%, 5%, 3%,

2% or 1%. A non-reflective surface can for example ab-
sorb (most of) the incident light. In one example, the sec-
ond property includes being absorbing with an absorption
coefficient of at least 0.5 in at least a part of the wave-
length range from 620nm to 4mm.
[0021] A non-reflective surface could also be a spec-
ular reflective surface. A specular reflective surface does
not reflect light emitted by the second camera back to
the second camera for almost all positions of the phantom
relative to the second camera except for a very small
range of relative positions, and those relative positions
can be avoided when the phantom is used for determining
the relative position between the first camera and the
second camera.
[0022] The first and second properties for example only
apply to the wavelengths used by the second camera to
generate the 3D point cloud. This means that a second
surface is allowed to reflect more energy of non-used
wavelengths back to the second camera than a first sur-
face.
[0023] In one example, reflecting incident light emitted
from the second camera in the first property means a
reflection with a reflection coefficient of 0.5 or more in
the visible spectrum. This means that points on the sec-
ond surface can be reliably detected by the second cam-
era.
[0024] The carrier part can have a planar surface which
carries the marker patches. The phantom can also have
more than one planar surface. Besides the one or more
planar surface(s), the phantom can have additional sur-
faces. A surface is considered to be planar if all points
on the surface have a distance to a plane fitted through
those points being below a predetermined threshold,
such as an absolute threshold or a relative threshold.
The absolute threshold can be, for example, 10 mm, 5
mm, 3 mm, 2 mm or 1 mm. The relative threshold can
for example be a fraction of the square root of the area
occupied by the surface points, such as 1/10, 1/20, 1/50,
1/75, 1/100, 1/200 or 1/250.
[0025] With the phantom described above, the mark-
ers have sharp contours both in the thermal image and
in the 3D point cloud. The first and second surfaces main-
tain a temperature difference due to the thermal insula-
tion, such that the contours of the marker patches appear
clearly in the thermal image over a period of time. The
3D point cloud comprises points on the first surface, but
points on a second surface are either not comprised in
the 3D point cloud or have assigned an infinite distance
to the second camera.
[0026] In one embodiment, the phantom further com-
prises a plurality of x-ray markers. An x-ray marker is
visible in an x-ray image of the phantom. The x-ray mark-
ers are in known positions relative to the marker patches,
such that the position of the x-ray imaging apparatus used
for capturing the x-ray image can be determined relative
to the first camera and/or the second camera. The x-ray
markers can for example be metallic discs, which appear
as ellipses in the x-ray image.
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[0027] In one embodiment, the carrier part includes a
patient fixation or immobilization unit which secures or
immobilizes at least a part of a patient. Examples of such
units are operating tables or head rests. Said unit for
example carries a plurality of stickers, each sticker com-
prising at least a marker patch. Each sticker optionally
further comprises a contrast part, the contrast part pref-
erably surrounding the boundary of the marker patch and
having the carrier property. The contrast parts are part
of the carrier part.
[0028] A plurality of stickers attached to one or more
objects in an operating room can be used as an ad-hoc
phantom. In one embodiment, the stickers used for form-
ing the ad-hoc phantom are attached to objects having
a relative position which remains constant for a particular
amount of time, such as the time needed to capture both
the thermal image and the 3D point cloud. The ad-hoc
phantom is for exampled constituted by stickers attached
to an operation room table, which is also referred to as
patient couch, and a device attached thereto, such as a
head rest. The stickers could also be attached to a gantry
of an imaging device.
[0029] In one embodiment, the thermal insulation is
caused by a thermal insulator between the carrier part
and the marker patches. There is thus a thermally insu-
lating layer between the carrier part and the marker
patches. Examples for suitable materials of the thermal
insulator are polymers or ceramic foams. The thermal
insulator can further have adhesive properties to hold the
marker patches on the carrier part. The thermal insulator
can for example involve a thermally insulating glue.
[0030] In one embodiment, the thermal insulation is
caused by the carrier part or the marker patches consist-
ing of a thermally insulating material. Both the carrier part
and the marker patches can consist of a thermally insu-
lating material, either of the same or different thermally
insulating material. There is thus no need for a dedicated
thermal insulation between the marker patches and the
carrier part.
[0031] In one example, the thermal insulation means
a thermal conductivity of less than 0,25 W/(m*K). This
sufficiently suppresses heat conduction from the marker
patches into the carrier part or vice versa.
[0032] The marker patches have a thickness of for ex-
ample 1cm or less, such as 0,5cm, 0,3cm, 0,2cm or
0,1cm or less. This applies in particular, but not exclu-
sively for marker patches being part of a sticker. In gen-
eral, the marker patches can have any suitable thickness,
for example if they are embedded into a phantom.
[0033] The marker patches can for example be made
of foam or synthetic rubber, such as neoprene. The ma-
terial of the marker patches can be colored to achieve
the desired first or second property.
[0034] In one embodiment, the marker patches have
a heat capacity different from the heat capacity of the
carrier part. So the component, that is the carrier part or
the marker patches, having the lower heat capacity
adapts more quickly to the ambient temperature of the

phantom than the other component. So if both compo-
nents are brought to an initial temperature different from
the ambient temperature, the component with the smaller
heat capacity adapts faster to the ambient temperature
than the other component. This results in a temperature
difference between the carrier part and the marker patch-
es which is detectable in the thermal image. The thermal
insulation hinders temperature equalization between the
marker patches and the carrier part.
[0035] In this document, the term "ambient tempera-
ture" means the air temperature at a location at which
the phantom is used for determining the relative position
between the first camera and the second camera. If the
phantom is for example used in an operating room, the
ambient temperature is the air temperature in the oper-
ating room. If the air temperature in the operating room
is not uniform, but spread over a temperature range, then
the ambient temperature is a temperature within this
range.
[0036] The present disclosure further relates to a sys-
tem comprising the hybrid phantom as explained above,
a first camera, a second camera and temperature differ-
ence generating means for generating a temperature dif-
ference between the marker patches and the carrier part
of the hybrid phantom.
[0037] The first camera captures a thermal image of
the phantom and the second camera generates a 3D
point cloud representing points on the surface of the
phantom. The temperature difference generating means
causes a temperature difference between the marker
patches and the carrier part of the phantom.
[0038] In one embodiment, the temperature difference
generating means is a heating device comprising a
chamber for accommodating the phantom. The inside of
the chamber is heated, for example to a temperature
above the ambient temperature. While being in the cham-
ber, the temperature of the phantom approaches the tem-
perature inside the chamber. If the carrier part and the
marker patches approach this temperature with different
rates, then a temperature difference between them oc-
curs. The phantom can be removed from the chamber
and used for determining the calibration. It is also possi-
ble that both the carrier part and the marker patches are
heated to the same temperature before the phantom is
removed from the chamber. In this case, the carrier part
and the marker patches approach the ambient temper-
ature at different rates, such that there is a temperature
difference therebetween which can be detected in the
thermal image of the thermal camera. The different rates
can result from different heat capacities and/or different
thermal emissivities of the carrier part and the marker
patches.
[0039] In another embodiment, the temperature gen-
erating means is a cooling device comprising a chamber
for accommodating the phantom. Its functionality is in
analogy to the heating device, but it cools the phantom
rather than heating it. However, the same effect of a tem-
perature difference between the carrier part and the
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marker patches is achieved.
[0040] In yet another embodiment, the temperature dif-
ference generating means is a radiation source which
emits radiation onto the phantom such that the radiation
heats the phantom. The radiation source can for example
be an infrared (IR) lamp, an ultraviolet (UV) lamp or any
other suitable source of electromagnetic radiation. An IR
lamp is also referred to as red light lamp and is for ex-
ample an incandescent red light lamp. An IR lamp emits
a lot of energy without a blinding light. It for example has
a high radiation power or radiation power density. The
carrier part and the marker patches heat at different rates,
for example if they have different thermal emissivities in
the spectrum of the radiation emitted by the radiation
source, such that they are clearly distinguishable in the
thermal image.
[0041] An advantage of the radiation source is that it
can heat the phantom while it is in use for determining
the relative position between the first camera and the
second camera. Another advantage is that the radiation
source can be controlled to emit radiation with varying
intensity over time, such that the temperatures of the car-
rier part and the marker patches vary over time. Yet an-
other advantage is that, if the marker patches have a
larger thermal emissivity than the carrier part, only the
marker patches heat up significantly, thus making the
phantom less prone to thermal expansion.
[0042] With a thermal insulation between the carrier
part and the marker patches, the radiation source can be
weaker and/or farther away from the phantom than with-
out the insulation. This reduces the thermal impact on
other objects or persons near then phantom.
[0043] The materials of the marker patches on the one
hand and the carrier part or the contrast part on the other
hand for example differ in at least one of their thermal
conductivity and their absorbing property regarding the
radiation emitted by the radiation source. This increases
the visibility of the marker patches in the thermal image
captured by the first camera.
[0044] Examples for materials having a low thermal
conductivity are foamed ceramics, fibrous inorganic ma-
terials, like glass wool or asbestos, fibrous organic ma-
terials, like paper or cardboard, foamed or solid polymers,
like foamed neoprene, wood, like balsa wood, or textiles,
like felt, wool, cotton, inorganic fiber weave or synthetic
textiles such as nylon weave. The marker patches are
for example made of material having low thermal con-
ductivity.
[0045] As already explained, the materials of the mark-
er patches on the one hand and the carrier part or the
contrast part on the other hand differ the reflectivity for
the light emitted by the second camera. This increases
the visibility of the marker patches in the 3D point cloud
captured by the second camera.
[0046] Different reflectivity can be obtained by applying
paints, using pigmented materials or using naturally
colored materials that absorb the light emitted by the sec-
ond camera to a different degree. Suitable pigments

might be soot. Naturally colored materials include carbon
fiber textile and white polymer.
[0047] The present invention relates to a method for
determining the relative position between a first camera
and a second camera used in a medical application. The
first camera is a thermal camera which captures a thermal
image of a hybrid phantom. The second camera emits
light onto the hybrid phantom and analyzes the reflected
light, thus generating a 3D point cloud representing
points on the surface of the phantom. Details of the first
camera, the second camera and the hybrid phantom are
the same as described above.
[0048] The method of the present invention comprises
the step of generating a temperature difference between
the marker patches and the carrier part of the phantom.
This can involve initially bringing the marker patches and
the carrier part to different temperatures, for example by
preheating the phantom, pre-cooling the phantom or by
irradiating the phantom with energy, all to a point at which
the temperatures are different. This could alternatively
involve initially bringing the marker patches and the car-
rier part to the same temperature and waiting until their
temperature differs. Different temperatures of the marker
patches and the carrier part occur if they approach the
ambient temperature from their initial temperature at dif-
ferent rates as explained above.
[0049] The method further comprises the step of cap-
turing a thermal image of the phantom using the first cam-
era. It further comprises the step of capturing a 3D point
cloud of the phantom using the second camera. The 3D
point cloud represents points at least on a surface of the
phantom, either on the carrier part or the marker patches.
The relative position between the first camera, the sec-
ond camera and the phantom must not have changed
between capturing the thermal image and the 3D point
cloud. This can for example be achieved if the thermal
image and the 3D point cloud are captured at the same
time.
[0050] The method further involves the step of identi-
fying an edge of each of the plurality of marker patches
of the hybrid phantom in the thermal image. As explained
above, the structure of the phantom causes a tempera-
ture difference between the carrier part and the marker
patches as imaged in the thermal image, which can be
identified as edges in the thermal image.
[0051] The method further involves the step of identi-
fying the locations of the plurality of marker patches from
the identified edges, thus generating thermal marker lo-
cations. The thermal marker locations are preferably de-
fined by two coordinates in the thermal image.
[0052] The present method further involves the step of
identifying the locations of the plurality of marker patches
from the 3D point cloud, thus generating 3D marker lo-
cations. This identification uses the property that points
on the second surface are identified as having a larger
distance to the second camera than points on the first
surface. If a particular point on the second surface does
not reflect enough light back to the second camera, the
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distance of this point to the second camera is found to
be large or even infinite. With the first and second prop-
erties of the marker patches and the carrier part as ex-
plained above, the shapes of the markers can also be
identified in the 3D point cloud. Identifying the locations
of the markers from the 3D point cloud thus obtains 3D
marker locations of the markers in a reference system of
the second camera. The locations of the markers for ex-
ample represent the centers, such as the centers of
mass, of the marker patches in space.
[0053] The present method further involves the step of
determining the relative position between the first camera
and the second camera from the thermal marker loca-
tions and the 3D marker locations. This can be done using
any algorithm which finds a relative position between the
cameras such that the 3D marker locations would be de-
picted in the thermal image at the thermal marker loca-
tions.
[0054] In one implementation, the relative position be-
tween the first camera and the second camera is deter-
mined by applying a Perspective-n-Points (PnP) algo-
rithm on the thermal marker locations and the 3D marker
locations.
[0055] The Perspective-n-Points algorithm finds a vir-
tual position of the first camera relative to the second
camera for which the markers at the 3D marker locations
would result in locations of the markers in the thermal
image of the first camera as represented by the thermal
marker locations. Put differently, the location of a marker
in the thermal image in combination with the intrinsic pa-
rameters of the first camera defines a line in space, rel-
ative to the first camera, on which the marker must lie.
Any point on this line is imaged at the corresponding lo-
cation in the thermal image due to the properties of the
first camera. Now a relative position between the cam-
eras has to be found such that the 3D marker locations
lie on the lines in space corresponding to the thermal
marker locations.
[0056] Given a set of 3D points (3 or more) and their
corresponding 2D points and the camera matrix (K) of
the thermal camera which is used for imaging the 2D
points, the Perspective-n-Points algorithm determines
the rotation (R) and translation (T) needed in the projec-
tion formula of the pin camera model: 

[0057] Where all the vectors and matrices are in their
homogeneous form (this means with an added dimension
having the value of 1 for the vectors, and a row of 0 and
1 for the matrix, wherein the 1 will go in the diagonal
position). The camera matrix represents the intrinsic pa-
rameters used in the pinhole camera model. It has the
focal length of the camera in pixels and the optical center
in pixels as well. The camera matrix is parameterized as
follows: 

[0058] In this matrix, fx and fy are focal lengths, sk is
the axis skew and x0 and y0 represent the principal point
offset. Then s is the resulting scale, since the result will
be of the form:

[0059] And to be homogeneous, w should be equal to
1.
[0060] There are several solutions to find the extrinsic
parameters ([R|T]) with the Perspective-n-Points algo-
rithms. However, all the variants use the same inputs and
will output the Extrinsic parameters (in some cases, an
optimized camera matrix as well).
[0061] As an example, P3P uses only 3 points to create
a system of equations, which will give 4 solutions, and
then uses a 4th point to obtain a single solution and dis-
card the rest.
[0062] EPnP uses at least 3 points (more points will
yield better results in case the data is noisy), to generate
several equations based on the sum of 4 weighted control
points equal to the data points (4 for the 3D data and 4
for the 2D data), these equations are used to calculate
the coefficients needed for the direct calculation of the
extrinsic parameters.
[0063] In a final example, a system of equations is built
out of the equation given before with all the points. Then,
using a random or educated guess, it is then refined in
an iterative way using gauss newton minimization (min-
imizing the re-projection error) or Levenberg Marquadt
(minimizing the re-projection error as well).
[0064] In one embodiment, identifying an edge of a
marker patch and identifying the location of a marker
patch involve finding two or more edge pixels lying on
the boundary of a marker patch, calculating a direction
of a gradient for each found edge pixel and calculating
the location of the marker patch from the directions of
the gradients. Due to the imaged temperature difference
at the boundary of the marker patch, there is a significant
color change in the false color thermal image and a sig-
nificant change in the gray value in a gray scale thermal
image. An edge pixel is found, for example, by finding
such a significant difference in neighboring pixels of the
thermal image. At each edge pixel, the thermal image
has a gradient, and the direction of the strongest gradient
is typically perpendicular to the boundary of the marker
patch. The direction of the gradient means the direction
of the largest gradient of the edge pixel. Calculating the
location of the marker patch from the directions of the
gradients for example involves analyzing the intersec-
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tions of straight lines running through the edge pixels and
having the directions of the corresponding gradients. De-
tails of this approach are described in the article "Precise
ellipse estimation without contour point extraction" pub-
lished in the Journal Machine Vision and Applications,
Volume 21 Issue 1, October 2009, Pages 59-67.
[0065] In another embodiment, the location of a marker
is identified, for example, based on the known shape of
the marker patch. The shape of the marker patch, or of
its projection into the image plane of the thermal image,
is identified in the thermal image. For example, a plurality
of edge pixels lying on the boundary of the marker patch
are identified and an object having the shape correspond-
ing to the shape of the marker patch is fitted into the edge
pixels. If the marker patch is, for example, circular, the
depiction of the marker patch in the thermal image is
elliptical, and an ellipse is fitted into the edge pixels. A
suitable algorithm for finding ellipses, which correspond
to depictions of circular patches, in the thermal image is
described in the paper "Precise ellipse estimation without
contour point extraction" by Ouellet et al. The center of
the fitted object then defines the thermal marker location.
[0066] According to the invention, identifying the loca-
tions of the plurality of marker patches from the 3D point
cloud, thus generating 3D marker locations, involves the
step of calculating phantom position data describing the
position of the hybrid phantom relative to the second cam-
era from the 3D point cloud. In this step, the position of
the phantom relative to the second camera is determined.
The method of this step further involves the step of ob-
taining, or acquiring, marker data representing the loca-
tions of the marker patches on the hybrid phantom. The
marker data can for example be acquired from a data-
base in which the marker data are stored for one or more
phantoms.
[0067] The method further involves the step of calcu-
lating the location of each marker patch from the phantom
position data and the marker data. Since the position of
the phantom relative to the second camera and the lo-
cations of the marker patches on the phantom are known,
the locations of the marker patches relative to the second
camera can be derived therefrom.
[0068] In a non-claimed embodiment, at least a part of
the carrier part forms a planar surface on which the mark-
er patches are formed. In this embodiment, the method
can further involve rotating the 3D point cloud such that
the planar surface, as represented by the rotated 3D point
cloud, is perpendicular to the depth direction of the ref-
erence system of the second camera, thus obtaining a
2D view of the 3D point cloud. The depth direction is
typically the z axis in the reference system of the second
camera. In this context, the expression "2D view" means
that all points in the 3D point cloud corresponding to the
planar surface have the same depth to the second cam-
era. The 2D view therefore does not comprise spatial
deformations caused by the viewing direction of the sec-
ond camera onto the phantom.
[0069] In this non-claimed embodiment, the method

can further involve the steps of identifying the locations
of the markers in the 2D view, thus obtaining auxiliary
marker surface locations, and of performing an inverse
rotation of the auxiliary marker surface locations, thus
obtaining the 3D marker locations. In the 2D view, the
shape of a marker equals the actual physical shape of
the marker patch. It is thus easier to find the markers in
the 2D view. The inverse rotation is the inverse of the
rotation applied to the 3D point cloud to obtain the 2D
view. The found locations of the markers in the 2D view
are thus transformed back into 3D space, thus forming
the locations of the marker patches in the reference sys-
tem of the second camera.
[0070] In one implementation of this non-claimed em-
bodiment, a plane is fitted into those points of the 3D
point cloud which represent the planar surface. Then a
transformation is calculated which describes rotations
about axes perpendicular to the depth direction of the
reference system of the second camera and which
makes the plane perpendicular to the depth direction of
the reference system of the second camera. This trans-
formation is then applied to the 3D point cloud to obtain
the 2D view and the inverse of the transformation is ap-
plied to the auxiliary marker surface locations, thus ob-
taining the 3D marker locations.
[0071] In one implementation, the method according
to this non-claimed embodiment involves the step of re-
moving, from the 3D point cloud, those points which do
not lie on the plane. This step can be performed before
or after the 3D point cloud is rotated. A point is considered
as lying on the plane if its distance to the plane is below
a threshold, such as the absolute threshold or relative
threshold mentioned above in the definition of the word
"planar". With this step, the 3D point cloud is basically
reduced to points lying on the planar surface.
[0072] In one implementation of this non-claimed em-
bodiment, the 2D view is a depth map of the rotated 3D
point cloud. A depth map is a (virtual) 2D image in which
the color of each pixel, or the grey value in a grey scale
image, represents the distance of a surface point depict-
ed by this pixel from the second camera. In this imple-
mentation, points on the first surface basically have the
same color/grey value in the 2D view and points on the
second surface have a significantly different color/grey
value.
[0073] In one embodiment, a deviation value of the rel-
ative position between the first camera and the second
camera is calculated and the steps of capturing a thermal
image of the phantom, identifying an edge of each of the
plurality of marker patches in the thermal image, identi-
fying the locations of the plurality of marker patches from
the identified edges, thus generating thermal marker lo-
cations, capturing a 3D point cloud of the phantom, iden-
tifying the locations of the plurality of marker patches from
the 3D point cloud, thus generating 3D marker locations,
and determining the relative position between the first
camera and the second camera from the thermal marker
locations and the 3D marker locations are repeated if the
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deviation value is above a predetermined threshold. With
this approach, the confidence of the determined relative
position is judged and the process is repeated if this con-
fidence is not high enough.
[0074] In one implementation of this embodiment, the
3D marker locations are projected into the image plane
of the first camera using the determined relative position
between the two cameras and intrinsic parameters of the
first camera. In other words, it is simulated at which lo-
cations the marker patches would be imaged in the ther-
mal image, considering the found relative position and
the imaging properties of the first camera. Then the dis-
tances between the locations of the markers of the pro-
jected 3D marker locations in the image plane and the
locations of the corresponding markers found in the ther-
mal image are calculated and the deviation value is cal-
culated from said distances. In other words, the real lo-
cations of the markers in the thermal image are compared
to the simulated locations. If the deviation value is above
a predetermined threshold, the confidence is not high
enough.
[0075] In one implementation, the deviation value is
the root mean square of the distances, but any other suit-
able metric can be used.
[0076] In one embodiment, the method further involves
the step of establishing a one-to-one correspondence
between the markers represented by the thermal marker
locations and the 3D marker locations. This facilitates
the calculation of the deviation value.
[0077] One possible implementation asks for user in-
put which identifies corresponding markers, for example
in the thermal image and the 3D point cloud or in the
thermal image and the 2D view of the 3D point cloud.
The correspondence can also be established automati-
cally. In one example, each marker comprises a unique
identification which can be identified both in the thermal
image and the 3D point cloud (or the 2D view of the 3D
point cloud). The identification can be, for example, any
one of a number, a shape or any other code.
[0078] In another implementation, the markers in both
the thermal image and the 2D view of the 3D point cloud
are ordered in a particular order, such as from left to right
and from top to bottom. Since the marker patches must
be visible to both cameras, the viewing directions of those
cameras onto the phantom are on the same side of the
phantom. The left-to-right arrangement of the markers in
the thermal image and in the 2D view of the 3D point
cloud is therefore identical. It is therefore only possible
that the up-down directions of the thermal image and the
2D view of the 3D point cloud are inversed. However,
this can typically be disambiguated automatically from
the arrangement of the markers.
[0079] Another implementation can use prior knowl-
edge about the positions of the markers on the phantom.
This prior knowledge does not have to reflect the exact
positions, but only the general arrangement of the mark-
ers. In this prior knowledge, every marker can have a
unique identification.

[0080] In one embodiment, the temperature difference
between the marker patches and the carrier part is gen-
erated by causing emission of thermal radiation onto the
phantom, wherein the emission of the radiation is caused
to have a varying intensity over time. The temperatures
of the carrier part and the marker patches thus vary over
time. In one example, the emission of the radiation is
caused to vary periodically. This causes a periodicity in
the temperatures of the carrier part and the marker patch-
es.
[0081] The periodicity or frequency of the variation of
the emitted radiation can depend on the image frequency
of the first camera. The frequency of the variation is for
example half of the image frequency of the camera or
less. It can further depend on the properties of the phan-
tom, in particular how fast the temperature of the carrier
part and/or the marker patches rises or falls. If, for ex-
ample, the thermal radiation is switched on and off ac-
cording to a duty cycle, the "on" phase has a length such
that the temperature rises from a first temperature, such
as the ambient temperature, to a second temperature,
such as an asymptotic temperature, and the "off’ phase
has a length such that the temperature falls from the sec-
ond temperature to the first temperature. The lengths do
not need to have to be exactly that long, but can be shorter
or longer, such as +/- 5%, +/- 10% or +/- 25%.
[0082] The periodicity of the variation of the emitted
radiation can for example be in the range from 0,01Hz
to 50Hz, in the range from 0,02Hz to 40Hz, in the range
from 0,05Hz to 25Hz, in the range from 0,1Hz to 16Hz
or in the range from 0,1Hz to 5Hz, and can in particular
be 0,1Hz.
[0083] In this embodiment, a plurality of thermal imag-
es is captured over time and a Fourier transformation of
the plurality of thermal images is performed, thus obtain-
ing image data in the frequency domain. The plurality of
thermal images is also referred to as a sequence of ther-
mal images. The same pixel in the sequence of thermal
images thus has a sequence of pixel values, like gray
values or false color values. The sequences of pixel val-
ues of one or more pixels are Fourier transformed one
by one to obtain the Fourier transform of the plurality of
thermal images.
[0084] In this embodiment, a frequency filter is applied
to the image data in the frequency domain, for example
pixel-wise. This means that the Fourier transformed se-
quences of pixel values are filtered one by one. This does
for example remove at least parts of the frequency com-
ponents which are caused by noise, like sensor noise of
the thermal camera. The frequency filter can be a low-
pass filter, a high-pass filter or a band-pass filter.
[0085] In this embodiment, an inverse Fourier trans-
formation is performed on the filtered image data in the
frequency domain, thus obtaining filtered image data in
the time domain. Like the Fourier transformation, the in-
verse Fourier transformation is performed pixel-wise.
[0086] In this embodiment, the edges of each of the
plurality of marker patches are then identified in the fil-
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tered image data in the time domain. In one example,
the edges are identified in the one of the plurality of ther-
mal images in which the temperature difference between
the carrier part and the marker patches is the highest.
[0087] In an alternative implementation, there is no in-
verse Fourier transformation. Instead, the sum of the am-
plitudes of the filtered frequency components in the fre-
quency domain is calculated for each pixel and the result
is used as the pixel value in the time domain. The sum
can be a weighted sum or a non-weighted sum.
[0088] In one embodiment, the emission of the radia-
tion is caused to have a periodic intensity over time with
a predetermined frequency, the frequency filter compris-
es a low-pass filter and the cutoff frequency of the low-
pass filter is set to the predetermined frequency or higher.
This removes high-frequency noise from the sequence
of thermal images. A high-pass filter with a suitable cutoff
frequency below the predetermined frequency removes
a constant component from the sequence of thermal im-
ages, like the one caused by the ambient temperature.
[0089] The method of the present invention for exam-
ple uses the phantom for obtaining an initial calibration
of the cameras. The initial calibration can be verified
and/or updated at a later point in time, which is subse-
quently simply referred to as verification or live verifica-
tion. The verification can use the same phantom or an
ad-hoc phantom as described above. The advantage of
the ad-hoc phantom for the verification is that existing
structures in the field of view of the two cameras can
carry the stickers, such there is no need for placing a
dedicated phantom. This might interrupt a medical work-
flow and/or be disadvantageous if a dedicated phantom
is to be used in a sterile environment.
[0090] The present invention further relates to a pro-
gram which, when running on a computer, causes the
computer to perform the method as explained above
and/or to a program storage medium on which the pro-
gram is stored, in particular in a non-transitory form.
[0091] The present invention further relates to a com-
puter on which the aforementioned program is stored
and/or run.
[0092] Still further, the present invention relates to a
system comprising a hybrid phantom as defined above,
a first camera, a second camera and a computer as ex-
plained above.
[0093] In one embodiment, the system further compris-
es heating means for heating the hybrid phantom or cool-
ing means for cooling the hybrid phantom. Heating
means and cooling means can be as described above.
[0094] In the present invention, the thermal marker lo-
cations and the 3D marker locations are analyzed. Since
those marker data represent the same phantom, and
therefore the same relative positions of the markers on
the phantom, it is not necessary to know the exact ar-
rangement of the markers on the phantom, which means
that, for example, inaccuracies in the manufacture of the
phantom are irrelevant.
[0095] Another advantage of the present invention is

that is only requires one pair of a thermal image and a
3D point cloud. It is not necessary to capture a plurality
of thermal images and/or generate a plurality of 3D point
clouds, for example at different points in time or for dif-
ferent positions of the phantom. However, a sequence
of thermal images might improve the calibration.

DEFINITIONS

[0096] The method in accordance with the invention is
for example a computer implemented method. For ex-
ample, all the steps or merely some of the steps (i.e. less
than the total number of steps) of the method in accord-
ance with the invention can be executed by a computer
(for example, at least one computer). An embodiment of
the computer implemented method is a use of the com-
puter for performing a data processing method. An em-
bodiment of the computer implemented method is a
method concerning the operation of the computer such
that the computer is operated to perform one, more or all
steps of the method.
[0097] The computer for example comprises at least
one processor and for example at least one memory in
order to (technically) process the data, for example elec-
tronically and/or optically. The processor being for exam-
ple made of a substance or composition which is a sem-
iconductor, for example at least partly n- and/or p-doped
semiconductor, for example at least one of II-, III-, IV-,
V-, VI-semiconductor material, for example (doped) sili-
con and/or gallium arsenide. The calculating steps de-
scribed are for example performed by a computer. De-
termining steps or calculating steps are for example steps
of determining data within the framework of the technical
method, for example within the framework of a program.
A computer is for example any kind of data processing
device, for example electronic data processing device.
A computer can be a device which is generally thought
of as such, for example desktop PCs, notebooks, net-
books, etc., but can also be any programmable appara-
tus, such as for example a mobile phone or an embedded
processor. A computer can for example comprise a sys-
tem (network) of "sub-computers", wherein each sub-
computer represents a computer in its own right. The
term "computer" includes a cloud computer, for example
a cloud server. The term "cloud computer" includes a
cloud computer system which for example comprises a
system of at least one cloud computer and for example
a plurality of operatively interconnected cloud computers
such as a server farm. Such a cloud computer is prefer-
ably connected to a wide area network such as the world
wide web (WWW) and located in a so-called cloud of
computers which are all connected to the world wide web.
Such an infrastructure is used for "cloud computing",
which describes computation, software, data access and
storage services which do not require the end user to
know the physical location and/or configuration of the
computer delivering a specific service. For example, the
term "cloud" is used in this respect as a metaphor for the
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Internet (world wide web). For example, the cloud pro-
vides computing infrastructure as a service (IaaS). The
cloud computer can function as a virtual host for an op-
erating system and/or data processing application which
is used to execute the method of the invention. The cloud
computer is for example an elastic compute cloud (EC2)
as provided by Amazon Web Services™. A computer for
example comprises interfaces in order to receive or out-
put data and/or perform an analogue-to-digital conver-
sion. The data are for example data which represent
physical properties and/or which are generated from
technical signals. The technical signals are for example
generated by means of (technical) detection devices
(such as for example devices for detecting marker de-
vices) and/or (technical) analytical devices (such as for
example devices for performing (medical) imaging meth-
ods), wherein the technical signals are for example elec-
trical or optical signals. The technical signals for example
represent the data received or outputted by the computer.
The computer is preferably operatively coupled to a dis-
play device which allows information outputted by the
computer to be displayed, for example to a user. One
example of a display device is an augmented reality de-
vice (also referred to as augmented reality glasses) which
can be used as "goggles" for navigating. A specific ex-
ample of such augmented reality glasses is Google Glass
(a trademark of Google, Inc.). An augmented reality de-
vice can be used both to input information into the com-
puter by user interaction and to display information out-
putted by the computer. Another example of a display
device would be a standard computer monitor comprising
for example a liquid crystal display operatively coupled
to the computer for receiving display control data from
the computer for generating signals used to display im-
age information content on the display device. A specific
embodiment of such a computer monitor is a digital light-
box. The monitor may also be the monitor of a portable,
for example handheld, device such as a smart phone or
personal digital assistant or digital media player.
[0098] The invention also relates to a program which,
when running on a computer, causes the computer to
perform one or more or all of the method steps described
herein and/or to a program storage medium on which the
program is stored (in particular in a non-transitory form)
and/or to a computer comprising said program storage
medium and/or to a (physical, for example electrical, for
example technically generated) signal wave, for example
a digital signal wave, carrying information which repre-
sents the program, for example the aforementioned pro-
gram, which for example comprises code means which
are adapted to perform any or all of the method steps
described herein.
[0099] Within the framework of the invention, computer
program elements can be embodied by hardware and/or
software (this includes firmware, resident software, mi-
cro-code, etc.). Within the framework of the invention,
computer program elements can take the form of a com-
puter program product which can be embodied by a com-

puter-usable, for example computer-readable data stor-
age medium comprising computer-usable, for example
computer-readable program instructions, "code" or a
"computer program" embodied in said data storage me-
dium for use on or in connection with the instruction-ex-
ecuting system. Such a system can be a computer; a
computer can be a data processing device comprising
means for executing the computer program elements
and/or the program in accordance with the invention, for
example a data processing device comprising a digital
processor (central processing unit or CPU) which exe-
cutes the computer program elements, and optionally a
volatile memory (for example a random access memory
or RAM) for storing data used for and/or produced by
executing the computer program elements. Within the
framework of the present invention, a computer-usable,
for example computer-readable data storage medium
can be any data storage medium which can include,
store, communicate, propagate or transport the program
for use on or in connection with the instruction-executing
system, apparatus or device. The computer-usable, for
example computer-readable data storage medium can
for example be, but is not limited to, an electronic, mag-
netic, optical, electromagnetic, infrared or semiconductor
system, apparatus or device or a medium of propagation
such as for example the Internet. The computer-usable
or computer-readable data storage medium could even
for example be paper or another suitable medium onto
which the program is printed, since the program could
be electronically captured, for example by optically scan-
ning the paper or other suitable medium, and then com-
piled, interpreted or otherwise processed in a suitable
manner. The data storage medium is preferably a non-
volatile data storage medium. The computer program
product and any software and/or hardware described
here form the various means for performing the functions
of the invention in the example embodiments. The com-
puter and/or data processing device can for example in-
clude a guidance information device which includes
means for outputting guidance information. The guid-
ance information can be outputted, for example to a user,
visually by a visual indicating means (for example, a mon-
itor and/or a lamp) and/or acoustically by an acoustic
indicating means (for example, a loudspeaker and/or a
digital speech output device) and/or tactilely by a tactile
indicating means (for example, a vibrating element or a
vibration element incorporated into an instrument). For
the purpose of this document, a computer is a technical
computer which for example comprises technical, for ex-
ample tangible components, for example mechanical
and/or electronic components. Any device mentioned as
such in this document is a technical and for example tan-
gible device.
[0100] The present invention can be used for the ap-
plicant’s Radiotherapy and Image Guided Surgery de-
vices where it enables a precise positioning and moni-
toring of patients.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0101] In the following, the invention is described with
reference to the enclosed figures which represent pre-
ferred embodiments of the invention. The scope of the
invention is not however limited to the specific features
disclosed in the figures, which show:

Figure 1 a setup with two cameras and a phantom,
Figure 2 a system according to the present inven-

tion,
Figure 3 thermal energy irradiated onto the phan-

tom,
Figure 4 a flow chart including the present invention,
Figure 5 a detailed flow chart of analyzing the ther-

mal image,
Figure 6 a detailed flow chart of analyzing the 3D

point cloud,
Figure 7 a reduced and transformed version of the

3D point cloud,
Figure 8 the temperature of a carrier part and marker

patches over time,
Figure 9 the temperature of a carrier part and marker

patches over time with periodic irradiation,
Figure 10 the temperature of a carrier part and marker

patches over time for a pre-heated phan-
tom,

Figure 11 an exemplary marker sticker, and
Figure 12 an exemplary application of marker stick-

ers.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0102] Figure 1 shows a setup of a first camera 1 and
a second camera 2. The first camera 1 is a thermal cam-
era which can capture a thermal 2D image of an object.
The thermal 2D image is for example a grayscale image
having a multitude of pixels, wherein the gray value of a
pixel corresponds to the temperature of the surface of
the object at a location imaged by that pixel. The second
camera 2 is a structured light camera which can generate
a 3D point cloud of the object by emitting a light pattern
onto the object and analyzing the light reflected back to
the camera.
[0103] If the output of both cameras 1 and 2 is to be
used in a medical procedure, it is typically essential to
know the relative position between the first camera 1 and
the second camera 2. This relative position is also re-
ferred to as extrinsic parameter of the pair of cameras.
It can also be understood as a transformation between
the position of the first camera 1 and the second camera
2. It is indicated by the arrow in Figure 1.
[0104] According to the present invention, the relative
position between the two cameras 1 and 2 is not deter-
mined by tracking markers attached to the cameras. The
relative position is rather determined by placing a hybrid
phantom 3 in the field of view of both cameras and ana-
lyzing the output of the two cameras.

[0105] In general, the phantom 3 can have any shape.
However, it must have a carrier part 4 and a plurality of
marker patches 5. In the present example, the carrier
part 4 is white and diffuse reflective, thus reflecting light
emitted by the second camera 2 back to the second cam-
era. The marker patches 5 are black. The marker patches
5 thus do not reflect light emitted by the second camera
2 back to the second camera 2, which means that it re-
flects for example less than 10 percent of the incident
light emitted by the second camera 2. In the present ex-
ample, the marker patches 5 are circular. However, they
can have any other suitable shape. In this embodiment,
the marker patches 5 are made of black neoprene and
have a lower heat capacity than the carrier part 4.
[0106] The carrier part 4 has planar surface having a
geometric size in terms of a surface area. The planar
surface is considered to be planar if the distance of the
points on the surface from a plane fitted into those points
is small compared to the surface area of the planar sur-
face, and is, for example, smaller than 1/50 or 1/100 of
the square root of the size of the planar surface. Figure
2 shows a system 6 according to the present invention.
The system 6 comprises the first camera 1, the second
camera 2, the phantom 3 and a computer 7, which is
connected to an optional input device 11, an optional
output device 12 and an optional UV or IR lamp 13. The
input device 11 is, for example, a keyboard, a mouse or
a touch sensitive surface. The output device 12 is, for
example, a monitor. The computer 7 controls the intensity
of the thermal radiation emitted by the lamp 13.
[0107] The computer 7 comprises a central processing
unit (CPU) 8, a memory unit 9 and an interface 10. Via
the interface 10, the computer 7 is connected to the first
camera 1 and the second camera 2.
[0108] The memory unit 9 stores program data com-
prising instructions for the CPU 8 such that it performs
the data processing according to the present invention.
It further stores data to be processed, such as the thermal
image captured by the first camera 1 and the 3D point
cloud generated by the second camera 2, and processed
data.
[0109] Figure 3 shows more details of the hybrid phan-
tom 3 and thermal radiation irradiated onto the phantom.
The marker patches 5 are attached to the carrier part 4
via an insulation layer 5a. The insulation layer 5a causes
a thermal insulation between the marker patches 5 and
the carrier part 4, such that a temperature equalization
between the carrier part 4 and the marker patches 5 is
hindered. The insulation layer 5a may be adhesive such
that the marker patches 5 hold on the carrier part 4. The
insulation layer 5a can be omitted if the carrier part 4, the
marker patches 5 or both are thermally insulating. Figure
3 is not drawn to scale in order to emphasize the insula-
tion layer 5a.
[0110] Figure 4 shows a flowchart of a method includ-
ing the present invention.
[0111] In step S1, the cameras 1 and 2 are set up. This
means that the cameras are positioned as required for
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the medical procedure to be performed. In addition, the
phantom 3 is positioned relative to the cameras 1 and 2
such that they can capture the marker patches 5 of the
phantom. Once step S1 has been performed, the method
of the present invention can be carried out.
[0112] In step S2, the computer 7 controls the lamp 13
to emit thermal radiation onto the phantom 3. The thermal
radiation heats the carrier part 4 and the marker patches
5 of the phantom 3. Due to the different heat capacities
of the carrier part 4 and the marker patches 5 and the
thermal insulation therebetween, the carrier part 4 and
marker patches 5 have different temperatures.
[0113] In step S3, the phantom 3 is captured by both
the first camera 1 and the second camera 2. This means
that the first camera 1 captures a thermal image of the
phantom 3 and the second camera 2 generates a 3D
point cloud representing points on the surface of the
phantom 3. In particular, a light source of the second
camera 2 emits a light pattern onto the phantom 3 and
the second camera 2 analyzes the pattern of the reflected
light to determine distances of points on the phantom 3.
The second camera typically generates the 3D point
cloud as a set of 3D coordinates in the reference system
of the second camera. The 3D coordinates are typically
x, y and z coordinates, wherein the z coordinate repre-
sents a depth direction of the second camera 2. The x,
y and z axes constitute an orthogonal coordinate system.
[0114] In step S4, the thermal image captured by the
first camera 1 is analyzed. This means that the locations
of the marker patches 5 are identified in the thermal im-
age. This in particular means determining the locations
of the marker patches 5, in particular of the centers of
the marker patches 5, in the thermal image. The locations
of all identified marker patches 5 are then commonly re-
ferred to thermal marker locations. Due to the intrinsic
parameters of the first camera 1, every location of a mark-
er patch 5 in the thermal image has an associated line
in space on which the corresponding marker patch 5 lies.
This line in space is defined with respect to the first cam-
era 1. Due to their temperature difference, the marker
patches 5 can be clearly distinguished from the carrier
part 4 in the thermal image.
[0115] In step S5, the 3D point cloud generated by the
second camera 2 is analyzed. This means that the marker
patches 5 are identified in the 3D point cloud. Identifying
a marker patch 5 in the 3D point cloud means finding the
location of the marker patch 5, in particular of the center
of the marker patch 5, in space, defined in a reference
system of the second camera 2. Step S5 results in 3D
marker locations representing the locations of the found
marker patches 5, for example in terms of a set of three-
dimensional coordinates. Details of step S5 will be ex-
plained later.
[0116] In step S6, the relative position between the first
camera 1 and the second camera 2 is determined. This
is for example achieved by applying a Perspective-n-
Points algorithm on the thermal marker locations and the
3D marker locations. The Perspective-n-Points algorithm

finds a position of the first camera 1 relative to the second
camera 2 such that simulated locations of the marker
patches 5 in a simulated thermal image match the loca-
tions represented by the thermal marker locations, either
exactly or as closely as possible. The simulated locations
are calculated by projecting the 3D marker locations into
the image plane of the first camera 1, considering an
assumed relative position and the intrinsic parameters
of the first camera 1.
[0117] The relative position between the cameras 1
and 2 establishes the positions of the lines corresponding
to the thermal marker locations, which are originally de-
fined relative to the first camera 1, in the reference system
of the camera 2. The PnP algorithm finds a relative po-
sition such that the 3D marker locations lie on those lines.
This is facilitated by the optional step of establishing a
one-to-one correspondence of the markers found in the
thermal image and the markers found in the 3D point
cloud, which means a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween every one of the thermal marker locations with one
of the 3D marker locations. It is then known which one
of the 3D marker locations must lie on which line corre-
sponding to the thermal marker locations.
[0118] In step S7, it is determined whether or not the
quality of the found relative position is sufficient, which
means that the deviation of the found relative position
between the first camera 1 and the second camera 2 and
the correct relative position is below a predetermined
threshold. A suitable metric is the root mean square of
the pair-wise distances between the thermal marker lo-
cations and the corresponding virtual locations explained
above. The found relative position is good enough if this
root mean square is below a predetermined threshold. If
the quality is not good enough, then the process returns
to step S3, where the phantom 3 is captured again using
both the first camera 1 and the second camera 2. Steps
S4 to S7 are then repeated with the new thermal image
and the new 3D point cloud.
[0119] If it is determined in step S7 that the quality is
good enough, then the computer 7 ends the emission of
thermal radiation by the lamp 13 in step S8 and the rel-
ative position is output in step S9, for example to a com-
puter or a software which analyzes the output of the first
camera 1 and/or the second camera 2 during a medical
procedure.
[0120] Figure 5 shows a detailed flowchart of the step
S4 of analyzing the thermal image in Figure 4.
[0121] In step S4.1, a gradient is calculated for each
one of the pixels of the thermal image. In the present
example of the thermal image being a gray scale image,
a current pixel, which is a pixel for which the gradient is
currently being calculated, has a particular gray value. A
most different pixel among the up to eight neighboring
pixels of the current pixel is identified, wherein the gray
value of the most different pixel is most different from the
gray value of the current pixel among all neighboring pix-
els. The gradient of the current pixel is then the absolute
difference between the gray values of the current pixel
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and the most different pixel.
[0122] In optional step S4.2, the gradients found in step
S4.1 are thresholded. This means that gradients below
a predetermined threshold are discarded. As a result,
only gradients indicating a minimum temperature differ-
ence are maintained.
[0123] In step S4.3, gradients belonging to the same
marker patch 5 are identified. Two gradients are for ex-
ample considered to belong to the same marker patch 5
if their distance in the thermal image is below a prede-
termined distance threshold. All gradients identified as
belonging to the same marker are referred to as a set of
gradients. In one implementation, the set of gradients is
grown from a seed gradient until there are no more gra-
dients within the distance threshold.
[0124] In optional step S4.4, the set of gradients is dis-
carded if it comprises less than a predetermined number
of gradients, such as 2, 5, 10 or 20 gradients. This re-
moves sets of gradients which do not belong to an actual
marker patch 5, but are rather caused by noise, or sets
of gradients for which the center of the corresponding
marker patch 5 cannot be reliably determined.
[0125] In step S4.5, the directions of the gradients in
the set of gradients are determined. The direction of a
gradient is the direction in which the gradient is the
strongest, which means the direction in which the strong-
est change of gray values occurs.
[0126] In step S4.6, the center of a marker patch 5
corresponding to the set of gradients is determined.
[0127] Steps S4.3 to S4.6 are repeated until no more
marker patches 5 can be identified in the thermal image
and/or no more centers of marker patches 5 in the thermal
image can be determined.
[0128] Figure 6 shows a detailed flowchart of the step
S5 of analyzing the 3D point cloud in Figure 4.
[0129] In step S5.1, the 3D point cloud is received.
[0130] In optional step S5.2, a sub-set of the 3D point
cloud is obtained. The sub-set of the 3D point cloud only
comprises points lying on the planar surface of the phan-
tom 3, which includes points on the surface of the marker
patches 5. However, it is not necessary that the sub-set
contains all points on the planar surface.
[0131] One implementation of step S5.2 assumes that
the phantom 3 is placed in a predetermined location rel-
ative to the second camera 2. Points on the planar sur-
face then lie in a predetermined range of the x and y
coordinates of the reference system of the second cam-
era 2. Points in this range then constitute the sub-set of
the 3D point cloud.
[0132] It is further possible to optionally grow this sub-
set by adding neighboring points of the 3D cloud which
lie in the plane defined by the points within said range.
A point might be considered as lying in the plane if its
distance to the plane is below a predetermined threshold
as explained with reference to step S5.4 below.
[0133] The carrier part 4 of the phantom 3 might have
a boundary around it which has the same optical property
as the marker patches 5. The growth of the sub-set can

be stopped if this boundary is reached.
[0134] In step S5.3, a plane is fitted into the 3D point
cloud or, if applicable, the sub-set of the 3D point cloud
obtained in step S5.2. In addition, the orientation of a
normal to the found plane is calculated. Any suitable al-
gorithm for fitting a plane into a set of points can be used.
[0135] In step S5.4, points which do not lie in the plane
are removed from the original 3D point cloud. It shall be
noted that not only points which lie exactly in the plane
are maintained in the 3D point cloud, but also points with
a distance to the plane which is below a certain threshold.
This threshold can be an absolute threshold, such as
1mm, 2mm, 3mm, 4mm or 5mm. The threshold can also
be a relative threshold which is defined in relation to the
size of the planar surface, for example the square root
of the size of the planar surface. The result of step S5.4
is a reduced 3D point cloud.
[0136] In step S5.5, the reduced 3D point cloud is trans-
formed, in particular rotated. In particular, the reduced
3D point cloud is transformed such that the normal to the
plane found in step S5.3 is parallel to the z-axis of the
reference system of the second camera 2. In the case of
a structured light camera as the second camera 2, the
x- and y-axes of the camera’s reference system lie in the
image plane of the structured light camera and the z-axis
is perpendicular thereto. With the transformation per-
formed in step S5.5, all points in the reduced 3D point
cloud have basically or exactly the same distance to the
second camera 2.
[0137] Figure 7 shows an example of a reduced and
transformed 3D point cloud. There are only points corre-
sponding to the carrier part 4 of the phantom 3. At the
locations of the marker patches 5, there are no points in
the reduced and transformed version of the 3D point
cloud because the black marker patches 5 have not re-
flected enough light back to the second camera 2, while
the white carrier part 4 has.
[0138] In step S5.6, a 2D view is obtained from the
reduced and transformed 3D point cloud. The 2D view
is, for example, a 2D grey-scale image, wherein the grey
value of a pixel is determined from one or more corre-
sponding points in the reduced and transformed 3D point
cloud. This means mapping the 3D coordinates of the
points in the reduced and transformed 3D point cloud
into 2D coordinates in the 2D view and a grey value.
[0139] Since all points of the reduced and transformed
3D point cloud have (basically) the same distance to the
second camera 2, the corresponding pixels in the 2D
view have the same or almost the same grey value. How-
ever, pixels corresponding to the marker patches 5 are
either black or white, depending on the mapping of the
distance to the grey values. The 2D view can also be
binarized, such that pixels corresponding to the carrier
part 4 are white and pixels corresponding to the marker
patches 5 are black, or vice versa.
[0140] The markers are then identified in the 2D view
in step S5.7. The same algorithm as in step S4 can be
used. The results of step S5.7 are the locations of the
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markers, in particular of the centers of the markers, in
the image plane of the 2D view.
[0141] In step S5.8, the locations of the markers found
in step S5.7 are transformed into 3D marker locations.
This involves an inverse mapping to the mapping per-
formed in step S5.6. In particular, the 2D coordinate of a
location is mapped to the x and y coordinates in the ref-
erence system of the second camera. The z coordinate
for example corresponds to the z coordinate of one of
the points in the reduced and transformed 3D point cloud
or the average of the z coordinates of two or more points
in the reduced and transformed 3D point cloud.
[0142] The 3D marker locations resulting from step
S5.8 represent the centers of the "holes" in the reduced
and transformed 3D point cloud. In step S5.9, those 3D
marker locations are transformed using the inverse of
the transform used in step S5.5. This means that the 3D
marker locations are transformed to the original position
of the 3D point cloud relative to the second camera 2. In
step S5.10, the transformed 3D marker positions are re-
turned as the 3D marker locations.
[0143] Figure 8 shows the temperatures of the carrier
part 4 and the marker patches 5 over time. θm denotes
the temperature of the marker patches 5 and θc denotes
the temperature of the carrier part 4.
[0144] At t1, the computer 7 turns on the lamp 13, which
then emits thermal radiation onto the phantom 3. The
thermal radiation heats the carrier part 4 and the marker
patches 5 at different rates depending on their heat ca-
pacity and their color. The marker patches 5 approach
their maximum temperature θm,m faster than the carrier
part 4 approaches its maximum temperature θc,m. This
means that there is a period of time, which is the period
between t2 and t3 in Figure 8, in which the temperature
difference between the marker patches 5 and the carrier
part 4 is large enough to reliably detect the marker patch-
es 5 in the thermal image.
[0145] Figure 9 shows the temperatures of the carrier
part 4 and the marker patches 5 over time when the com-
puter 7 periodically varies the intensity of the thermal
radiation emitted by the lamp 13. In the example shown,
the computer periodically turns the lamp 13 on and off.
[0146] Initially, the marker patches 5 and the carrier
part 4 are at an ambient temperature θa, which is the air
temperature at the location of the phantom 3. At t4, the
computer 7 turns on the lamp 13 and the temperatures
of the marker patches 5 and the carrier part 4 start rising.
Once again, the temperatures rise at different rates, lead-
ing to a temperature difference between the marker
patches 5 and the carrier part 4.
[0147] At t5, the computer 7 turns off the lamp 13 and
the temperatures of the marker patches 5 and the carrier
part 4 start falling towards the ambient temperature θa.
This cycle is repeated, wherein the computer 7 turns the
lamp on at t6 and off at t7 and so on.
[0148] The periodic irradiation of the phantom 3 with
thermal energy has two main advantages. The first ad-
vantage is that the temperature of the marker patches 5

and temperature of the carrier part 4 differ significantly
over a large ratio of time. The second advantage is that
the temperatures of the marker patches 5 and the carrier
part 4 periodically change over time, which can be utilized
in the analysis of a sequence of thermal images captured
by the first camera 1 over time.
[0149] Figure 9 shows the temperatures of the carrier
part 4 and the marker patches 5 over time when the phan-
tom 3 is pre-heated to an initial temperature θi, for exam-
ple in an oven or any suitable heating device. At t8, the
phantom 3 is taken out of the oven and the temperature
of the marker patches 5 and the temperature of the carrier
part 4 start falling towards the ambient temperature θa.
Since the temperature fall at different rates, there is a
temperature difference between the marker patches 5
and the carrier part 4, such that they can be identified in
the thermal image of the first camera 1. Instead of being
pre-heated, the phantom can be precooled, for example
in a fridge. The initial temperature θi is then lower than
the ambient temperature θa, such that the temperatures
of the marker patches and the carrier part 4 rise.
[0150] In the above embodiments, the marker patches
5 have a heat capacity lower than the one of the carrier
part 4. However, it can be higher, such that the rate of
temperature change of the carrier part 4 is larger than of
the marker patches 5.
[0151] Figure 11 shows an exemplary marker sticker,
or sticker, 14. It consists of a base 4a onto which a marker
patch 5 is formed or in which a marker patch 5 is at least
partly embedded. In the example shown in Figure 11, the
marker patch 5 and the base 4a form a continuous,
smooth surface.
[0152] In this example, the base 4a is made of poly-
ethylene terephthalate (PET) with a white, diffuse reflec-
tive surface and the marker patch 5 is made of black
closed cell neoprene foam. However, any other suitable
combination of materials can be used.
[0153] The marker patch 5 heats up when being irra-
diated by the lamp 13 and absorbs the light emitted by
the second camera 2. The base 4a reflects much more
of the radiation emitted by the lamp 13 and distributes
the absorbed radiation internally, such that the base 4a
heats up slower than the marker patch 5. This makes the
marker patch 5 hotter in the thermal image captured by
the first camera 1. The marker patch 5 does not reflect
the light emitted by the second camera 2 back to the
second camera 2, such that it appears as a hole in the
3D point cloud.
[0154] Figure 12 shows an exemplary application of
marker stickers 14 as shown in Figure 11. Three marker
stickers 14 are attached to a head rest 15 which immo-
bilizes the head of a patient lying on an operating room
table 16. Two further marker stickers 14 are attached to
the operating room table 16. The operating room table
16, the head rest 15 and the bases 4a of the marker
stickers 14 now form the carrier part of an ad-hoc phan-
tom.
[0155] A linear accelerator 17 is provided for perform-
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ing radio therapy on the patient. The cameras 1 and 2
are used for monitoring the position of the patient, in order
to secure that the operating room table 16 is properly
positioned relative to the linear accelerator 17.
[0156] An initial calibration for obtaining the relative po-
sition between the first camera 1 and the second camera
2 has been made using a hybrid phantom 3 as described
above. However, any other approach for determining the
initial calibration can be used. One such approach uses
a phantom and/or a method as described in the Interna-
tional Patent Application having the application number
PCT/EP2017/072360 or in the paper "3D Thermal Imag-
ing: Fusion of Thermography and depth Cameras" by J.
Rangel, S. Soldan and A. Kroll. Another approach geo-
metrically measures the relative position between the
cameras, for example using devices for measuring dis-
tances and/or angles or a tracking system, such as an
optical or electromagnetic tracking system.
[0157] During treatment of the patient, this calibration
is verified using the marker stickers 14. As explained
above, the locations of the marker stickers 14 in the ther-
mal image generated by the first camera 1 and in the 3D
point cloud generated by the second camera 2 can be
determined and used for verifying the calibration.
[0158] For performing the calibration, the lamp 13
emits radiation which heats the marker patches 5 faster
than the bases 4a. A short illumination of the lamp 13,
such as for 2 seconds, for example, results in a thermal
contrast between the marker patches 5 and the bases
4a. This can even be performed during treatment of the
patient, such that it is not necessary to interrupt the treat-
ment for the verification of the calibration.
[0159] Since the actual relative position between the
first camera 1 and the second camera 2 is typically very
close to the stored relative position determined during
the initial calibration (or the last verification), the stored
relative position can be used as a starting point or con-
dition for determining the actual relative position. This
means that the marker stickers 14 can be attached to
arbitrary structures in the field of view of the two cameras.

Claims

1. A computer-implemented method for determining
the relative position between a first camera (1) and
a second camera (2), wherein the first camera (1) is
a thermal camera and the second camera (2) emits
light onto a hybrid phantom (3) and analyzes the re-
flected light, thus generating a 3D point cloud repre-
senting points on the surface of the hybrid phantom
(3), wherein the hybrid phantom (3) has a carrier part
(4) which carries a plurality of marker patches (5), at
least a part of the carrier part (4) has one of a first
property and a second property, the marker patches
(5) are made of solid matter and have the other one
of the first property and the second property, wherein
the first property is being reflective for the light emit-

ted by the second camera (2), thus reflecting light
emitted by the second camera (2) back to the second
camera (2), and wherein the second property is re-
flecting less of the incident light emitted from the sec-
ond camera (2) than the first property, and there is
a thermal insulation (5a) between the marker patch-
es (5) and the carrier part (4), the method comprising
the steps of:

- generating a temperature difference between
the marker patches (5) and the carrier part (4)
of the hybrid phantom (3),
- capturing a thermal image of the hybrid phan-
tom (3) using the first camera (1),
- identifying an edge of each of the plurality of
marker patches (5) of the hybrid phantom (3) in
the thermal image,
- identifying the locations of the plurality of mark-
er patches (5) from the identified edges, thus
generating thermal marker locations,
- capturing a 3D point cloud of the phantom (3)
using the second camera (2),
- identifying the locations of the plurality of mark-
er patches (5) from the 3D point cloud, thus gen-
erating 3D marker locations, and
- determining the relative position between the
first camera (1) and the second camera (2) from
the thermal marker locations and the 3D marker
locations, wherein identifying the locations of the
plurality of marker patches (5) from the 3D point
cloud, thus generating 3D marker locations, in-
volves the steps of:
- calculating phantom position data describing
the position of the hybrid phantom (3) relative to
the second camera (2) from the 3D point cloud,
- obtaining marker data representing the loca-
tions of the marker patches (5) on the hybrid
phantom (3) and
- calculating the location of each marker patch
(5) from the phantom position data and the mark-
er data.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein identifying an edge
of a marker patch (5) and identifying the location of
a marker patch (5) involve finding two or more edge
pixels lying on the boundary of the marker patch (5),
calculating a direction of a gradient for each found
edge pixel and calculating the location of the marker
patch (5) from the directions of the gradients.

3. The method of any one of claims 1 or 2, wherein

- the temperature difference between the marker
patches (5) and the carrier part (4) is generated
by causing emission of electromagnetic radia-
tion onto the phantom (3),
- the emission of the radiation is caused to have
a varying intensity over time,
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- a plurality of thermal images is captured over
time,
- a Fourier transformation of the plurality of ther-
mal images is performed, thus obtaining image
data in the frequency domain,
- a frequency filter is applied to the image data
in the frequency domain,
- an inverse Fourier transformation is performed
on the filtered image data in the frequency do-
main, thus obtaining filtered image data in the
time domain, and
- the edges of each of the plurality of marker
patches (5) are identified in the filtered image
data in the time domain.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the emission of the
radiation is caused to have a periodic intensity over
time with a predetermined frequency, the frequency
filter comprises a low-pass filter and the cutoff fre-
quency of the low-pass filter is set to the predeter-
mined frequency or higher.

5. A computer program comprising instructions which,
when the program is executed by a computer, caus-
es the computer (7) to perform the method according
to any one of claims 1 to 4.

6. A computer-readable program storage medium on
which the program according to claim 5 is stored.

7. A computer (7) on which the program according to
claim 6 is stored and/or run.

8. A data processing system (6) comprising a first cam-
era (1), a second camera (2) and a hybrid phantom
(3), wherein the first camera (1) is a thermal camera
and the second camera (2) emits light onto the hybrid
phantom (3) and analyzes the reflected light, thus
generating a 3D point cloud representing points on
the surface of the hybrid phantom (3), and wherein
the hybrid phantom (3) has a carrier part (4) which
carries a plurality of marker patches (5), at least a
part of the carrier part (4) has one of a first property
and a second property, the marker patches (5) are
made of solid matter and have the other one of the
first property and the second property, wherein the
first property is being reflective for the light emitted
by the second camera (2), thus reflecting light emit-
ted by the second camera (2) back to the second
camera (2), and wherein the second property is re-
flecting less of the incident light emitted from the sec-
ond camera (2) than the first property, and there is
a thermal insulation (5a) between the marker patch-
es (5) and the carrier part (4), the system (6) further
comprising the computer (7) of claim 7.

Patentansprüche

1. Ein computerimplementiertes Verfahren zum Be-
stimmen der Relativposition zwischen einer ersten
Kamera (1) und einer zweiten Kamera (2), wobei die
erste Kamera (1) eine Thermokamera ist und die
zweite Kamera (2) Licht auf ein hybrides Phantom
(3) emittiert und das reflektierte Licht analysiert, da-
durch eine 3D-Punktwolke erzeugend, die Punkte
auf der Oberfläche des hybriden Phantoms (3) re-
präsentiert, wobei das hybride Phantom (3) einen
Trägerteil (4) hat, der eine Vielzahl von Markerfle-
cken (5) trägt, zumindest ein Teil des Trägerteils (4)
eines aus einer ersten Eigenschaft und einer zweiten
Eigenschaft hat, die Markerflecken (5) aus fester Ma-
terie bestehen und die andere aus der ersten Eigen-
schaft und der zweiten Eigenschaft haben, wobei die
erste Eigenschaft ist, reflektierend für das von der
zweiten Kamera (2) emittierte Licht zu sein, somit
von der zweiten Kamera (2) emittiertes Licht zurück
zu der zweiten Kamera (2) reflektierend, und wobei
die zweite Eigenschaft ist, weniger des einfallenden
Lichts, emittiert von der zweiten Kamera (2), zu re-
flektieren als in der ersten Eigenschaft, und es eine
thermische Isolation (5a) zwischen den Markerfle-
cken (5) und dem Trägerteil (4) gibt, das Verfahren
aufweisend die Schritte:

- das Erzeugen einer Temperaturdifferenz zwi-
schen den Markerflecken (5) und dem Trägerteil
(4) des hybriden Phantoms (3),
- das Aufnehmen eines Thermobildes des hyb-
riden Phantoms (3) unter Verwendung der ers-
ten Kamera (1),
- das Identifizieren einer Kante jedes der Viel-
zahl der Markerflecken (5) des hybriden Phan-
toms (3) in dem Thermobild,
- das Identifizieren der Positionen der Vielzahl
von Markerflecken (5) anhand der identifizierten
Kanten, somit erzeugend thermische Markerpo-
sitionen,
- das Aufnehmen einer 3D-Punktwolke des
Phantoms (3) unter Verwendung der zweiten
Kamera (2),
- das Identifizieren der Positionen der Vielzahl
von Markerflecken (5) in der 3D-Punktwolke, so-
mit erzeugend 3D-Markerpositionen, und
- das Ermitteln der Relativposition zwischen der
ersten Kamera (1) und der zweiten Kamera (2)
aus den thermischen Markerpositionen und den
3D-Markerpositionen, wobei das Identifizieren
der Positionen der Vielzahl von Markerflecken
(5) in der 3D-Punktwolke, somit erzeugend 3D-
Markerpositionen, die folgenden Schritte ent-
hält:
- das Berechnen von Phantom-Positionsdaten,
beschreibend die Position des hybriden Phan-
toms (3) relativ zu der zweiten Kamera (2), aus
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der 3D-Punktwolke,
- das Erhalten von Markerdaten repräsentierend
die Positionen der Markerflecken (5) auf dem
hybriden Phantom (3) und
- das Berechnen der Position jedes Markerfle-
ckens (5) aus den Phantom-Positionsdaten und
den Markerdaten.

2. Das Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Identi-
fizieren einer Kante eines Markerfleckens (5) und
das Identifizieren der Position eines Markerfleckens
(5) das Auffinden von zwei oder mehr Kantenpixeln,
die auf der Grenze des Markerfleckens (5) liegen,
das Berechnen einer Richtung eines Gradienten für
jeden gefundenen Kantenpixel und das Berechnen
der Position des Markerfleckens (5) aus den Rich-
tungen der Gradienten umfasst.

3. Das Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 oder 2,
wobei

- die Temperaturdifferenz zwischen den Marker-
flecken (5) und dem Trägerteil (4) erzeugt wird
durch das Veranlassen einer Emission elektro-
magnetischer Strahlung auf das hybride Phan-
tom (3),
- veranlasst wird, dass die Emission der Strah-
lung eine über die Zeit variierende Intensität hat,
- über die Zeit eine Vielzahl von Thermobildern
aufgenommen wird,
- eine Fouriertransformation der Vielzahl von
Thermobildern durchgeführt wird, somit erhal-
tend Bilddaten im Frequenzbereich,
- ein Frequenzfilter auf die Bilddaten im Fre-
quenzbereich angewendet wird,
- eine inverse Fouriertransformation angewen-
det wird auf die gefilterten Bilddaten im Fre-
quenzbereich, somit erhaltend gefilterte Bildda-
ten im Zeitbereich, und
- die Kanten jedes der Vielzahl der Markerfle-
cken (5) in den gefilterten Bilddaten im Zeitbe-
reich identifiziert werden.

4. Das Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, wobei veranlasst
wird, dass die Emission der Strahlung über die Zeit
eine periodische Intensität mit einer vorgegebenen
Frequenz hat, das Frequenzfilter ein Tiefpassfilter
enthält und die Grenzfrequenz des Tiefpassfilters
auf die vorgegebene Frequenz oder höher gesetzt
wird.

5. Ein Computerprogramm enthaltend Instruktionen
die, wenn das Programm auf einem Computer aus-
geführt wird, den Computer (7) dazu veranlassen,
das Verfahren gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4
auszuführen.

6. Ein computerlesbares Programmspeichermedium,

auf dem das Programm gemäß Anspruch 5 gespei-
chert ist.

7. Ein Computer (7), auf dem das Programm gemäß
Anspruch 6 gespeichert ist und/oder läuft.

8. Ein Datenverarbeitungssystem (6) enthaltend eine
erste Kamera (1), eine zweiten Kamera (2) und ein
hybrides Phantom (3), wobei die erste Kamera (1)
eine Thermokamera ist und die zweite Kamera (2)
Licht auf das hybride Phantom (3) emittiert und das
reflektierte Licht analysiert, dadurch eine 3D-Punkt-
wolke erzeugend, die Punkte auf der Oberfläche des
hybriden Phantoms (3) repräsentiert, und wobei das
hybride Phantom (3) einen Trägerteil (4) hat, der eine
Vielzahl von Markerflecken (5) trägt, zumindest ein
Teil des Trägerteils (4) eines aus einer ersten Eigen-
schaft und einer zweiten Eigenschaft hat, die Mar-
kerflecken (5) aus fester Materie bestehen und die
andere aus der ersten Eigenschaft und der zweiten
Eigenschaft haben, wobei die erste Eigenschaft ist,
reflektierend für das von der zweiten Kamera (2)
emittierte Licht zu sein, somit von der zweiten Ka-
mera (2) emittiertes Licht zurück zu der zweiten Ka-
mera (2) reflektierend, und wobei die zweite Eigen-
schaft ist, weniger des einfallenden Lichts, emittiert
von der zweiten Kamera (2), zu reflektieren als in
der ersten Eigenschaft, und es eine thermische Iso-
lation (5a) zwischen den Markerflecken (5) und dem
Trägerteil (4) gibt, das System (6) weiter aufweisend
den Computer (7) des Anspruchs 7.

Revendications

1. Procédé implémenté par ordinateur pour déterminer
la position relative entre une première caméra (1) et
une seconde caméra (2), dans lequel la première
caméra (1) est une caméra thermique et la seconde
caméra (2) émet de la lumière sur un fantôme hybri-
de (3) et analyse la lumière réfléchie, ainsi générant
un nuage de points 3D représentant des points sur
la surface du fantôme hybride (3), dans lequel le fan-
tôme hybride (3) a une partie support (4) qui supporte
une pluralité de taches de marqueur (5), au moins
une partie de la partie support (4) a une d’une pre-
mière propriété et d’une seconde propriété, les ta-
ches de marqueur (5) sont faites de matière solide
et ont l’autre de la première propriété et de la secon-
de propriété, dans lequel la première propriété réflé-
chit la lumière émise par la seconde caméra (2), ainsi
réfléchissant de la lumière émise par la seconde ca-
méra (2) de retour vers la seconde caméra (2), et
dans lequel la seconde propriété réfléchit moins de
la lumière incidente émise à partir de la seconde
caméra (2) que la première propriété, et il y a une
isolation thermique (5a) entre les taches de mar-
queur (5) et la partie support (4), le procédé com-
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prenant les étapes de :

- la génération d’une différence de température
entre les taches de marqueur (5) et la partie sup-
port (4) du fantôme hybride (3),
- la capture d’une image thermique du fantôme
hybride (3) en utilisant la première caméra (1),
- l’identification d’un bord de chacune de la plu-
ralité de taches de marqueur (5) du fantôme hy-
bride (3) dans l’image thermique,
- l’identification des emplacements de la plura-
lité de taches de marqueur (5) à partir des bords
identifiés, ainsi générant des emplacements de
marqueur thermiques,
- la capture d’un nuage de points 3D du fantôme
(3) en utilisant la seconde caméra (2),
- l’identification des emplacements de la plura-
lité de taches de marqueur (5) à partir du nuage
de points 3D, ainsi générant des emplacements
de marqueur 3D, et
- la détermination de la position relative entre la
première caméra (1) et la seconde caméra (2)
à partir des emplacements de marqueur thermi-
que et des emplacements de marqueur 3D,
dans lequel l’identification des emplacements
de la pluralité de taches de marqueur (5) à partir
du nuage de points 3D, ainsi générant des em-
placements de marqueur 3D, implique les éta-
pes de :
- le calcul de données de position de fantôme
décrivant la position du fantôme hybride (3) re-
lativement à la seconde caméra (2) à partir du
nuage de points 3D,
- l’obtention de données de marqueur représen-
tant les emplacements des taches de marqueur
(5) sur le fantôme hybride (3) et
- le calcul de l’emplacement de chaque tache
de marqueur (5) à partir des données de position
de fantôme et des données de marqueur.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’iden-
tification d’un bord d’une tache de marqueur (5) et
l’identification de l’emplacement d’une tache de mar-
queur (5) impliquent la découverte de deux, ou plus,
pixels de bord se trouvant sur la limite de la tache
de marqueur (5), le calcul d’une direction d’un gra-
dient pour chaque pixel de bord découvert et le calcul
de l’emplacement de la tache de marqueur (5) à par-
tir des directions des gradients.

3. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 ou 2, dans lequel

- la différence de température entre les taches
de marqueur (5) et la partie support (4) est gé-
nérée en causant l’émission de rayonnement
électromagnétique sur le fantôme (3),
- l’émission du rayonnement est forcée d’avoir

une intensité variée au fil du temps,
- une pluralité d’images thermiques est capturée
au fil du temps,
- une transformation de Fourier de la pluralité
d’images thermiques est réalisée, ainsi obte-
nant des données d’image dans le domaine de
fréquence,
- un filtre de fréquence est appliqué sur les don-
nées d’image dans le domaine de fréquence,
- une transformation de Fourier inverse est réa-
lisée sur les données d’image filtrées dans le
domaine de fréquence, ainsi obtenant des don-
nées d’image dans le domaine de temps, et
- les bords de chacune de la pluralité de taches
de marqueur (5) sont identifiés dans les don-
nées d’image filtrées dans le domaine de temps.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 3, dans lequel l’émis-
sion du rayonnement est forcée d’avoir une intensité
périodique au fil du temps avec une fréquence pré-
déterminée, le filtre de fréquence comprend un filtre
passe-bas et la fréquence de coupure du filtre passe-
bas est réglée à la fréquence prédéterminée ou plus
élevée.

5. Programme d’ordinateur, comprenant des instruc-
tions qui, lorsque le programme est exécuté par un
ordinateur, font en sorte que l’ordinateur (7) réalise
le procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 4.

6. Support de stockage de programme lisible par ordi-
nateur sur lequel le programme selon la revendica-
tion 5 est stocké.

7. Ordinateur (7) sur lequel le programme selon la re-
vendication 6 est stocké et/ou exécuté.

8. Système de traitement de données (6) comprenant
une première caméra (1), une seconde caméra (2)
et un fantôme hybride (3), dans lequel la première
caméra (1) est une caméra thermique et la seconde
caméra (2) émet de la lumière sur le fantôme hybride
(3) et analyse la lumière réfléchie, ainsi générant un
nuage de points 3D représentant des points sur la
surface du fantôme hybride (3), et dans lequel le
fantôme hybride (3) a une partie support (4) qui sup-
porte une pluralité de taches de marqueur (5), au
moins une partie de la partie support (4) a une d’une
première propriété et d’une seconde propriété, les
taches de marqueur (5) sont faites de matière solide
et ont l’autre de la première propriété et de la secon-
de propriété, dans lequel la première propriété réflé-
chit la lumière émise par la seconde caméra (2), ainsi
réfléchissant de la lumière émise par la seconde ca-
méra (2) de retour vers la seconde caméra (2), et
dans lequel la seconde propriété réfléchit moins de
la lumière incidente émise à partir de la seconde
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caméra (2) que la première propriété, et il y a une
isolation thermique (5a) entre les taches de mar-
queur (5) et la partie support (4), le système (6) com-
prenant en outre l’ordinateur (7) selon la revendica-
tion 7.
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